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DISCLAIMER  

 
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the ENABLING project and in no way reflects 

the views of the European Union.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT  
The plan lays out the ENABLING communication aims and approach, highlighting the project’s focus on the 

bio-based industry and the coaching and brokerage activities between the industry’s stakeholders.  

In implementing communication activities, ENABLING will follow a two-step approach: delivering targeted 

messages to stakeholder groups and building bridges between them. This work will build on a matrix to match 

communication channels with activities and target groups.  

As a basis for this work, the plan proposes some initial key project messages, both general and tailored. The 

document also details the communication and dissemination channels that the project will employ, as well as 

specific products and activities, which include materials, events and capacity building activities.  

Additionally, detailed guidelines on project branding have been prepared by Core Innovation and have been 

included in Chapter 3 and as an Annex.  
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1 Deliverable Description  

The present deliverable, D5.1 Dissemination and Communication Plan, has been prepared by Core Innovation 

with input from the ENABLING partners, in order to lay out the project’s approach to communication and 

dissemination during the first stage of the project. This document a living document and an update will be 

explored before the middle of the project.  

The outline of the deliverable is as follows: 

1. Chapter 2 describes the overall communication strategy of the project, outlining the overall objectives, 

target groups and a communication matrix, which defines the specific dissemination and communication 

activities, together with metrics to measure the performance and outcome of these. 

2. Chapter 3 presents the dissemination and communication tools that will be used for the promotion of 

the ENABLING outcomes. Most of these have already been developed and put to action by M3 of the 

project. 

3. Chapter 4 is split in 3 subsections describing the communication plan for internally, within the 

consortium, in a local basis, focusing on the engagement of the local stakeholders in the project partners’ 

regions and in European level, describing the connection of the project with other continental activities 

and initatives. 

As it is already mentioned, through close monitoring of the dissemination and communication activities and their 

effectiveness, the consortium, led by the Dissemination Manager, Core Innovation, will produce an updated 

Dissemination and Communication Plan by the middle of the project. This will ensure that we focus on the more 

efficient tools and for the promotion of the ENABLING tools. 
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2 Overall strategy 

2.1 Objectives  

It is imperative to communicate ENABLING results and their benefits for the stakeholders, to the widest 

possible audience internationally. Therefore, our Communication activities have 5 main objectives:  

1. Prepare content, graphical identity and effective communication instruments (logo, web site, leaflet, 

poster, presentation, press releases, etc.) and marketing material (pre-commercial brochure, newsletters, 

videos for industrial stakeholders and for different communities) and explore a variety of communication 

channels and social media (newspapers, industrial magazines and journals, specialized sites, YouTube, 

Twitter, LinkedIn); 

2. Promote ENABLING to all target groups locally, in the partners’ regions, and EU-wide (publications, 

participation in relevant external events, organization of project events – thematic workshops and final 

conference);  

3. Collect feedback from potential end-users and other target groups, thus facilitating ENABLING tuning 

and improvements, as well keeping end users’ requirements updated;  

4. Reinforce the brand-name of ENABLING as a key-player in the Bio-based Products (BBP) industry 

and the bioeconomy overall;  

5. Raise awareness on ENABLING philosophy to scientific and standardisation communities to make 

them supporters, thus enabling improvements, but also furnishing the future generation of users/clients. 

2.2 Dissemination principles 

ENABLING will take a structured approach to precisely identify the most relevant stakeholders and target groups 

at each stage of the communication strategy, their motivations for pursuing project results, and identifying their 

favoured communication approaches. The website will provide up-to-date information about the project and a 

strong representation on relevant social media will be established. Traditional channels such as newspapers and 

industrial magazines will also be used; Participation in relevant events will be pursued, incl. organization of 

ENABLING thematic workshops and the final conference.  

2.3 Target stakeholders and groups 

Our plan sets out specific target stakeholders and groups covering the full range of potential users in the 

bioeconomy value chains. Each communication activity will be tailored to the specific group and the particular 

message to be conveyed: 

1. Farmers, as potential biomass suppliers 

2. Industries, particularly in the BBP sector 

3. Knowledge actors, all those organisations that will form the ENABLING knowledge base. Such actors 

will be those involved research activities, innovation services, technology transfer. 

4. Institutional actors. ENABLING will need to strongly engage all those institutional actors, which will 

allow the replication of the project. Such actors therefore include national, regional or local governments, 

rural development funds, policy makers, and the public procurement structure. Clearly enough, within 

this group there will be a strong attention for creating synergies with the EIP AGRI, bringing together 

Innovation actors in the biomass and BBP sector to close the gap between research and practice. 

2.4 Timeline  

This is structured in three main phases:  

• “Phase1 – Initial awareness” (M1-M12) aims at: Agreeing upon communication strategy and future activities; 

Creating initial awareness in markets related to Project’s scope and objectives. 

• “Phase2 – Targeted awareness market phase” (M13-M24) aims at: Creating more “targeted awareness” 

regarding ENABLING technologies with targeted stakeholders and groups; Informing target market about 
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the technological breakthroughs and business benefits of ENABLING (incl. also early results from use cases’ 

impact assessment). 

• “Phase3 – Strategic phase” (M25-M36) aims at: Maximizing target market and industry awareness regarding 

the ENABLING platform and its exploitable products; towards supporting project sustainability and effective 

exploitation and market replication. 

2.5 Communication Matrix 

The dissemination activities will be monitored through a set of quantitative and qualitative success indicators. 

The evaluation of dissemination activities will determine the degree to which the dissemination objectives have 

been reached, and the relationship between the outcomes and the efforts made to reach the goals. This analysis 

will help the project to better understand facilitators and barriers of a successful dissemination and will serve to 

refine the dissemination activities accordingly. In the upcoming dissemination reports the project will update its 

indicator set and identify gaps where more effort has to be spent to reach the planned dissemination activities. 

There are indicators, which monitor the successful deployment of a set of dissemination instruments to different 

stakeholders.  

The ENABLING Communication Matrix matches target stakeholder categories with Communication supports 

and channels.  

 

Figure 2-1 The ENABLING Communication Matrix 

 

  

Communication 

Supports & Channels
KPIs

Target Stakeholders (P=Main Target, � =Secondary)

Internal  Local EU-wide

Project documentation

Leaflet 1 initial version + update P P P

Poster 1 initial version + update P P P

Reference PPT presentation 1 initial version + update P P P

Project publications

Press releases At least 2 per year P P P

Articles and/or proceedings 2 publications P P P

Project deliverables See list of  deliverables P � �

Open access repository (RDR) Up to 1 deposit per year P P P

Project videos (incl. YouTube presence) 5 short videos P P P

Online presence

Project website 1 website, monthly updated P P P

Related websites 10+ Depending on specific website

LinkedIn At least 2 monthly update P P P

Twitter At least 1 weekly update P P P

Events

Presentation & feedback sessions 6 P P P

Thematic/local workshops

Min 2 regional workshops in each 

project country/region + 1 final 

conference

P P �

Participation at relevant External events 30+ Depending on specific event
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3 Dissemination and Communication Tools 

3.1 The ENABLING Logo 

Three different logo proposals were made for the logo and logotype of ENABLING. The idea behind each logo 

was explained, in order to help the partners to vote for their favourite. Figure 3-1 shows the selected logotype for 

the ENABLING project. The whole selection procedure for the logo with all 3 versions and the explanation 

behind their design is given in Annex I. 

 

Figure 3-1: ENABLING Logotype 

This design idea takes inspiration from the leaf and the interconnection of the different parties that ENABLING 

will bring forward in the process of using biomass, which is here represented by the three leaf-shaped objects. 

They are all connected and they create an abstract representation of the letter E, the initial letter of ENABLING. 

  

Figure 3-2: Design process for the ENABLING logo 

The Logo in combination with the enabling text to create a logotype. This logotype will be used in all project-

related communication and all communication material will be designed according to this, following all its specific 

characteristics, e.g. the colour palette. 

3.2 The ENABLING Website 

The ENABLING website has been built already by M3 and will be updated throughout the entire project 

duration. It is the main access point to key information about the project. It will provide all relevant links to 

project tools (e.g. the brokerage platform or coaching services) and to all related initiatives being implemented 

under the H2020 programme or the EIP-AGRI and other cooperation platforms  

The website will provide also the access to some of the project’s specific services, such as:  

• Coaching requests: Practitioners will be able to initiate requests for assistance via the website, which will 

eventually be followed up by the appropriate partner  

• The innovation brokerage platform: as a complement to the services provided to the target constituencies 

in WP4, the brokerage platform will be an online facility allowing any interested party to formulate a 

request for access to products, processes, technologies or services. This may also be followed up by the 

project Innovation Brokerage team, with further ad-hoc services.  

• Useful links for the Bioeconomy ecosystem 
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Figure 3-3: Welcome page: www.enabling-project.com  

The ENABLING project web contents are divided into 4 main sections as shown in Figure 3-4. 

1. Enabling: It provides the main goal of the project, the need and benefits from it, and its vision. 

2. Concept: This page contains the core concepts, a quantitative analysis of the problems in Europe, and 

Enabling Approach 

3. Impact: The main impact of Enabling, broken down to its Economic, Environmental, and Social Impacts 

4. Partners: Introduction of the consortium partners, with a short description, their logo, and link to their 

websites. 

 

Figure 3-4: Main Menu - Navigation Pane on Header 

The footer Section, as described above, contains the reference to the HORIZON 2020 funding by the European 

Union, with the official EU logo and the Project’s Grant Agreement number. 

 

Figure 3-5: The footer of ENABLING website 

More detailed information on the website design is given in D5.2. 

3.3 The ENABLING Event Calendar 

In order to keep track of the bioeconomy-related events (exhibitions, conferences, fairs, workshops, etc.) that 

provide possible dissemination opportunities for the ENABLING project proceedings, the ENABLING Event 

Calendar has been created. To accommodate this, we have used the teamup.com online tool for the creating of 

online shareable group calendars. This tool is free of charge and interoperable with all common calendars that 

each partner may use (iCalendar, Google Calendar, Outlook Calendar, etc.).  

Teamup provides a visual tool that all partners can have access and input new events and get informed about 

future ones that others have input. It also comes with a mobile app, so that anyone can have access from their 

mobile device. 

http://www.enabling-project.com/
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Figure 3-6 The ENABLING Event Calendar 

The events have been categorised in four categories to enable visual/chromatic identification: 

1. Bioeconomy 

2. Bioenergy 

3. Biomass 

4. ENABLING project events – this category will include the events related to the project and/or organised 

by project partners, such as project meetings, stakeholder engagement workshops, the final conference, 

etc. 

The tool will also be used as a reporting tool for monitoring the participation of ENABLING partners in several 

events. Figure 3-7 shows a form detailing the information for each event inserted in the Calendar: 

1. Title of the event 

2. Dates and duration 

3. Calendar – which type of calendar it is related to 

4. Who – Name of partner that plans to participate 

5. Where – location of the event 

6. Description – useful information of the event (e.g. web link) 
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Figure 3-7 Example event information form 

The event information can be easily exported to spreadsheets for easier handing and more efficient reporting.  

3.4 The ENABLING Social Media 

The management of the website will be backed up also by an intense social media strategy, making usage of 

different social networks (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and YouTube). The existing social network channels of 

the consortium partners will be widely exploited to enhance the dissemination of project activities and results 

towards the target audiences.  

The following social media accounts have been setup for the project: 

Table 3-1 The ENABLING social media  

LinkedIn Twitter 

 
 

linkedin.com/in/enabling-bbp-project-24288415a  @EnablingProject 

 

As a first step, LinkedIn and Twitter have been deemed as the most suotable for the initial communication 

activities of the project. During the course of the project, the possibility of expanding with a Facebook account 

will be explored, provided that it will add real value to the project’s promotion. Moreover, a Youtube account 

will be created by the time the first project video is built. Besides, a Google account (enablingbbp@gmail.com) 

has been created for the managing of the social media of the project. At the same point, this account can be used 

for future project communication, if such need appears. 

https://www.linkedin.com/public-profile/settings?trk=d_flagship3_profile_self_view_public_profile
https://twitter.com/EnablingProject
mailto:enablingbbp@gmail.com
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Moreover, a decision has been taken to activate a LinkedIn group, as this allows the creation and expansion of 

a community of interested stakeholders. The LinkedIn group will be used as a complementary tool to the 

website, with an expected frequency of about 2 posts per week.  

It will initially invite, as well as the members of the consortium, also the individuals identified in the stakeholders’ 

database. The LinkedIn group will be created during the first semester of the project.  It should realistically reach 

about 150 members by Mid-Project and 300 more at its end. 

The publication of LinkedIn posts will reflect the gradual intensification of activities in the project. It is planned 

to start with an average of two posts per month in the first half of the project and then intensify to about 4 per 

month (one per week) in the second half of project deployment, with more intense publication phases related to 

key project activities. 

3.5 The ENABLING Marketing Material 

As a support to dissemination activities, brochures, posters or other forms of collaterals will be developed and 

updated following the evolving needs of the project. All material will be produced in English and translated by 

the other partners into the languages of the participating countries according to the needs of local events.  

As a general rule, the project will privilege electronic information means, due to a better scalability (easy of 

update) and a better environmental respect. The project is however aware that printed information is still the 

principal instrument for informing specific groups of stakeholders (e.g. participants to fairs, conferences and 

workshops). 

The .pdf file will be distributed to the partners (according to their expected participation to fairs and conferences), 

so that they will be able to print the needed material. To keep track of the distribution of the brochure and the 

potentially reached audience, partners will inform the youris.com, each time they distribute brochures to a wide 

audience on occasion of specific events (fairs, conferences, etc.). 

Partners will take in due consideration alternative ways of supporting the dissemination of the project. Depending 

on the needs that may arise, other modalities could be deployed, such as electronic factsheets, delegates packs 

at conferences or other events, other types of gadgets. Such decisions will be taken when details of participation 

to events are worked out and an executive planning for those is being elaborated. 

We have prepared the templates for the project poster, brochure, and event invitation card, as well as a 

presentation template for internal and external use. The templates are included in Annex II. 

3.6 The Best Practices Database 

Best practices, which are at the heart of the ENABLING initiative, need to be presented in an understandable 

manner, adapted to the EIP formats, distributed and localised. A database with existing best practices in the BBP 

sector will be put at the users’ disposal in the form of a handbook collecting both the criteria and methodologies 

for the identification of best practices and a minimum of 100 practice abstracts, delivered in the EIP common 

format.  

The whole project relies on the consortium’s ability to process information and data efficiently. This explains 

also why some of the aggregated information on biomass residual resources and best practices will be processed 

also in a mapping format, as well as textual information.  

As well as written information in the form of text on the website and the elaboration of best practices description, 

other visual presentations of the content will be investigated, such as:  

• Maps –Maps are used to provide an easy and immediate visualisation of data. They have the advantage of 

being easily updated and enriched with further information and cross linked to other sources of data.  

• Process Flows– According to user inputs of (i) conversion process; (ii) feedstock; and (iii) location, process 

flow diagrams, incorporating mass balances, will be dynamically generated on the website. These will 

consider the determined conversion efficiencies of each process and the chemical composition of each 

feedstock. Data regarding the value of each product will also be used to produce an estimated BBP revenue 

per tonne of feedstock processed under each scenario.  
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• Videos – a set of dissemination videos and interviews to stakeholders will be produced: it is expected that 

the project will generate 5 short videos (one minute with usage of infographics on the most eloquent best 

practices). Speeches and statements by key people taking part at project events will be recorded and made 

available on the website (about 15 statements planned during the project).  

The handbook production process will be launched at the start of the third year of the project, with: 

- Layout 

- Table of contents 

- Editorial plan  

- Decision on publication format (whether to stick to hard copies or shift to an electronic format) 

 

3.7 The Final Conference 

At the end of the project, a major conference will be organised in Bologna (if possible in conjunction with the 

EIMA International trade fair of 2020), to illustrate the overall outcomes of the project, to an expected attendance 

of about 100 delegates, representing both the biomass residues providers and the BBPs industry. As well as 

presenting the key results of the project, the conference will target the business community of the European bio-

based industry, to present the legacy of the project for its further developments after the European funded 

initiative and its plans for extension to countries and regions other than the ones directly involved in the action 

(see also WP6 on Exploitation).  
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4 Internal and External Communication  

The Communication strategy is divided into three levels:  

1. Inter-partnership communication processes: this deals with the way communication is acquired and 

exchanged within the partnership, also in relation to the content that will need localisation in local languages. 

 The goal of this level is to enable the partners share easier the information internally and form the messages 

to be spread outside the consortium. 

2. Local communication: involves the dissemination and communication activities at local level for each of the 

partner countries, including local associations for specific BBI industries, public authorities and the society. 

The goal of this level is to ensure that the countries represented from the consortium partners will be aware 

of Enabling and its targets.   
3. Europe-wide communication: dissemination and communication activities are conducted from a pan-

european  perspective, considering the whole project’s network from previous projects and activities. The 

goal of this level is to spread the message to the countries that are not represented currently in the 

consortium. This includes European associations and Initiatives that will boost Enabling awareness.  

For all three levels, the document will define processes for the elaboration of key messages and checks to make 

sure that they are consistent with the overall communication and dissemination strategy. Figure 4-1 depicts the 

three levels of the formed strategy with the respective target audiences. 

 

Figure 4-1: The Enabling communication strategy segmented in three levels. 

4.1 Inter-partnership Communication 

4.1.1 Internal Communication Rules 

4.1.1.1 Emails 

Emails are generally the most commonly used mean of communication among partners. In order to make it 

effective, some simple but important rules should be followed when writing an email to the other ENABLING 

partners: 

• The subject line should be composed as follows: 

EnablingBBP [WP n.] | topic 

Example: EnablingBBP [WP1] | internal communication rules 

• The use of the keyword EnablingBBP instead of ENABLING should help filtering the project emails in 

your box. 

• All partners should send one email per topic, in order to ease the storage and retrieval of information.  

• All partners should spare the “reply all” button if you can. When replying to an email with more than 

one addressee, all partners should consider, whether the email is of actual interest for all. 

• When sending an email to other partners to discuss some specific topics, the partners should keep copied 

the appropriate contacts of Federunacoma and Itabia. This is to help the two coordinators 

(Federunacoma = administrative; Itabia = scientific) to keep track of the activities and project proceeding. 
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4.1.1.2 Shared Folder 

For file sharing among the consortium, the use of a secure cloud service, Yoursecurecloud, has been selected. It 

is a service provided by Yoursecure Inc. a German Company, which will be used for sharing files securely. As a 

result, the ENABLING website will not contain crucial information being compromised against malevolent 

actions and/or attacks.  

All partners can add or modify the files in the folder, but all partnerds must make sure that: 

• They do not delete or overwrite any existing document (the system should not allow that). If they intend 

to modify an existing document, they should upload an updated document naming it with the date of the 

modification and the name of the partner who did it, according to the following format: 

 

YYYYMMDD_Original name of the file_PARTNER 

 

Example: 20180125_Internal Communication Rules_FEDERUNACOMA 

• The same format should apply to the newly uploaded documents, which should always report the date 

and the name of the partner who uploaded it. 

• If partner is modifying a document which reports the version number (which is probably the case of 

deliverables), then, they should upload the new version by progressively numbering it: 

 

YYYYMMDD_Original name of the file_v1.0_PARTNER XXXXX 

YYYYMMDD_Original name of the file_v1.1_PARTNER YYYYY 

 

Versions ending in .0 are major versions and versions ending with non-zero extensions are minor versions. Only 

the creator/responsible of the document is entitled to create a major version. Once a new/updated document 

has been uploaded, the concerned partners (including the coordinators Federunacoma and ITABIA) must be 

informed by the lead author. 

4.1.1.3 Communication of information for the social media accounts and the event calendar. 

Partners who have news, pictures, ideas to be posted on the project social media account, should send them to 

the Dissemination Manager of the project, CORE INNOVATION. In the case of new events to be added in 

the ENABLING Event Calendar, then each partner can either insert the event directly in the calendar or ask the 

Dissemination manager to do it for them.  

4.2 Local Communication 

4.2.1 The ENABLING stakeholder communities 

A constantly updated list of stakeholders is identified in the “Stakeholders Database” file, which is shared within 

the consortium. This contains a growing number of contacts who are relevant, given their involvement in 

Bioeconomy related areas of research and business.  

Partners may be allowed not to disclose those stakeholders contacts that they consider strategic. In such case, 

communication towards stakeholders will not be centralised, but rather deployed and reported by the concerned 

partner. It will therefore be the partner’s responsibility to integrate an appropriate level of reporting in youris.com 

dissemination reports. 

The stakeholders’ database update is a continuous process, which will entail regular revision of contacts and, 

when a critical mass is reached, also segmentation by industrial area.  

4.2.1.1 Stakeholder engagement guidelines 

The guidelines outlined in Table 4-1 will be used as a starting point for the stakeholder engagement strategy and 

maximize the reach and impact of the project. Such guidelines will be appropriately declined into regional 

approaches by the regional nodes set up in WP5, according to the specificities of the local contexts (including 

needs and prospects of local stakeholders).  
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Table 4-1: Stakeholder engagement guidelines 

Contribution to the project  

Message to be conveyed/ 

Expected benefits for the target 

group  

How to reach  

Farmers/Biomass suppliers 

Enrich the ENABLING website 

with new users, information and 

point of view 

Enable the replication of BBP 

best practices in other contexts 

Getting to know new business 

opportunities  

Networking with industrial 

partners, therefore maximising 

business opportunities 

Organisation of workshops   

Innovation Brokerage Platform 

Direct contact of each 

ENABLING partner   

General communication tools   

Biomass industries 

Enrich the ENABLING website 

with new users, information and 

point of view 
Enable the replication of BBP 

best practices in other contexts  

Getting to know new business 

opportunities 

Networking with industrial 

partners, therefore maximising 

business opportunities  

Organisation of workshops   

Innovation Brokerage Platform  

Direct contact of each 

ENABLING partner   

General communication tools   

Knowledge actors  

Provide new insights and research 

on the BBP sector/market and 

future impacts in socio-economic 

and environmental  

Support and improve the 

adoption business models for the 

BBP sector at global scale  

Networks and create synergies 

with other relevant stakeholders  

Organisation of workshops  
Direct contact of each partner 

General communication tools  

Institutional actors  

Elaboration of policies favouring 

BBP  

Access and contribute to the 

mainstreaming of a model which 

can favourably impact economies 

and societies t a local, regional 

and national level.  

Direct contact of each partner  

 

4.2.2 Regional Workshops 

As part of WP3 activities, workshops will take place to engage the target communities, and in particular the 

stakeholders active at regional level, on both sides of supply of the biomass residues, and on the industrial 

valorisation in the bio-based industry. Two cycles of regional workshops will be organised by each local partner 

to bring together the stakeholders and provide information and guidance on best practices identified by the 

project, in months 15-18 and 32-34.  

As well as providing information and general data on those best practices, the workshops will feature specific 

sessions mainly targeting farmers or other producers of biomass. These will likely cover issues like: 

1. M15-18 - Approaches, techniques and tools for efficient inventory and revision of management processes 

to valorise the biomass residues 

2. M32-34 - Logistics and management of supply to the BBPs industry  

The themes for those workshops might be subject to change depending on what the target constituencies might 

demand. Webinars will also be organised on a regular basis, as part of WP3 roughly every six months starting 

from the end of the first year of the project, to provide more detailed support for the illustration of best practices 

beyond the boundaries of a given region. It is expected that the project will organise about 5 webinars in M12, 

18, 24, 30 and 33. 
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All Webinars and Regional Stakeholder Workshops will be input on the ENABLING Event Calendar as a 

project-related event and will be reported, using minutes and attendance tables. This way the potential impact 

will be measured and logged for future reference. 

4.3 Europe-wide Communication  

ENABLING intends to acquire a central role in the European landscape of initiatives related to the Bio-Based 

Products industry. The main axes towards which the liaison will be targeted are the following: 

1. The EIP-AGRI and related actions 

The project partners will seek to participate in EC-supported events and liaise with the Programme Officers and 

other participants in order to maximise visibility of the project. This communication will provide the consortium 

with  

2. Involvement in Bioeconomy-related events, having a specific dissemination strategy 

We will participate to both online and physical selected events as a way to increase awareness of ENABLING’s 

work and outcomes. The main objective is to ensure participation to the most relevant ones in order to better 

inform potential newcomers and engage all relevant stakeholders to the ENABLING concept, with specific focus 

on small and medium sized players. ENABLING will ensure its presence with presentations, demonstrations, 

and/or talks (e.g. panels) at relevant international conferences, workshops, technical events, industrial forums 

(see list of events in Event Calendar) and cooperation with key European (and possibly international) 

stakeholders. Each participation will be reported and given visibility through ENABLING’s online 

communication channels: website, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts.  

3. Synergies with related projects and initiatives  

ENABLING will be actively reaching the target stakeholders to generate interest and demand for the 

ENABLING concepts and matchmaking tools, create potential synergies and collaboration opportunities both 

within the Bio-based Products ecosystem and within related initiatives such as the Bio-Based Industries PPP 

(BBI-PPP). The objectives of such a cooperation are:  

• Foster connections with other communities that would be difficult to reach otherwise;  

• Create long-term research collaboration;  

• Increase ENABLING project visibility;  

• Maximize ENABLING project impact;   

• Share knowledge on ENABLING - related topics;  

• Share experience on technical challenges encountered; 

• Networking;  

These constitute frameworks of action for the ENABLING project, also beyond their relevance to dissemination 

activities. However, any progress in these initiatives has great potential to enhance the visibility. 
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5 Impact Assessment 

By implementing ENABLING’s Dissemination Plan we expect to communicate relevant outcomes to each of 

the target groups, as well as to attract their interest and generate engagement that will influence the overall impact 

of the project. To assess the impact of ENABLING, the Dissemination Plan includes appropriate metrics that 

can be categorised in:  

• Quantitative indicators such as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and online metrics; and 

• Qualitative indicators such as a proactive community, press coverage and long-term influence.  

These types of indicators are detailed in the following sections.  

5.1 Quantitative Indicators  

The Dissemination and Communication Plan includes relevant Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), as described 

in the DoA, geared to measure its progress as detailed in the table below.  

Table 5-1 Quantitative KPIs for the communication of ENABLING 

Measure  Indicators  Target number  Source & methodology  

Brochure  

No of brochures (updated once a 

year) distributed (by the end of the 

project)  

>1500  

Distribution via participation 

to and organization of 

dedicated events. Electronic 

distribution via the project web 

site.  

Project Website  
No of unique visitors to the website 

(average per year)  

>2000  

   

News, Publications, Videos, 

Technical blogs  

Social networks  

No of followers in LinkedIn, 

Twitter, YouTube (average new 

followers per year)  

>100  

Keeping ENABLING profiles 

on such networks active via 

regular posting and 

monitoring  

Webinars  
No of webinars  

No of participants  

5 webinars 

15 participants 

per webinar  

Advertisement of offered 

webinars via project website 

and social media channel  

Stakeholder 

Engagement 

Workshops  

Average number of participants per 

workshop  

At least 30 

participants per 

workshop  

Attendance proof, presented 

material, photos, animation of 

social media channels, events 

reports  

Videos  

No of project videos published on 

ENABLING Youtube channel and 

average number of views  

No of short interview videos related 

to project workshops and events 

At least 5 videos 

and 300 views 

per video  

At least15 short 

interview videos 

Introduction, informative and 

educational videos to support 

awareness creation and 

stakeholders engagement  

 

5.2 Qualitative indicators  

Additionally, there are other positive results that cannot be easily measured since they cannot be quantified. 

Thus, in order to better measure the overall impact of the dissemination plan we will use the following qualitative 

indicators:  

1. Proactive online community. Social networks dissemination efforts will ensure an interesting outcome in 

terms of discussions, feedback and content sharing and engagement.  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2. Press/media coverage. Distribution of press releases and publication of articles are geared to achieve 

press/media coverage about the project.   

3. Long-term influence. Sometimes the impact takes longer than just an immediate reaction. Therefore, it is 

expected that the "seed" scattered at the beginning will be "harvested" quite later. This will be considered 

when monitoring the impact of the project.   

6 Conclusion and future plans 

6.1 News feed 

The procedure for publishing news in the ENABLING online and paper-based tools will be the following: 

• Adding News and Events to the website: all partners will have the opportunity to directly submit news 

and events on the internal area of the ENABLING website. To ensure consistency on the website, each 

partner should submit a minimum of one item every month.   

• The news will then be checked by Core Innovation and validated by the project coordinator before going 

on the website.   

• Social media: All News and Events published by partners on the website will be automatically shared on 

the project social media accounts. Core Innovation will be responsible for the twitter account with input 

from all partners. We will consider social media takeover by partners as a way of getting better access to 

the local context and offer extra capacity building, this will be done in particular when project events are 

taking place locally (e.g. local stakeholder workshops, etc.).  

• The same procedure will be followed for the updates of the ENABLING brochure. The brochure will 

be updated every year and irregularly before participating in major events 

6.2 Conclusion 

D5.1 presents the initial plan for dissemination and communication for the ENABLING project. It is a living 

document and will be updated at least once more by the middle of the project, in order to optimize the 

effectiveness of the project’s communication strategy. 
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7 Annex I. Logo Selection procedure 
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8 ANNEX II. The ENABLING promotional material 

8.1 The ENABLING Brochure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. 

Donec vestibulum dictum nunc, eget hendrerit elit 

porttitor ac. Quisque id cursus mauris. Duis id metus 

tincidunt, bibendum velit nec, mattis sapien. Nam 

congue elementum id vulputate lacus. Nunc luctus 

neque et quam blandit iaculis. Curabitur tempus 

lorem aliquam quis ligula felis venenatis, eugestas 

odio ornare.  

Vivamus id blandit ante. Donec congue lacus vel 

elementum fringilla. Cras sollicitudin congue orci. 

Utsit amet nisi eros. Mauris suscipit, mauris sit 

aviverra convallis, nunc nisi gravida tortor, et 

posuere odio sapien ac eget rutrum. 

 

Fusce quis cursus mi. 

Proin sodales, orci nec feugiat sollicitudin, nulla 

sapien ultricies tortor, ut tincidunt augue libero ac 

odio. Nam congue elementum id vulputate lacus. 

ultricies. Nunc luctus neque et quam blandit iaculis. 

Pellentesque aliquam quis ligula quis commodo. 

Venenatis, eu egestas odio ornare. Vivamus id 

blandit ante. Donec congue lacus vel elementum 

fringilla. Sed et porta purus, id vulputate lacus. 

Suspendisse gravida massa in ante vehicula 

elementum. Nulla a nulla dui. In sed diam nibh. 

Morbi orci tincidunt at tellus. Vivamus vulputate 

libero eu accumsan auctor. 

Quisque id cursus mauris. Duis id metus tincidunt, 

bibendum velit nec, mattis sapien. Nam congue 

elemluctus neque et quam blandit iaculis. Curabitur 

egestas odio ornare. Duis id metus tincidunt, 

bibendum sapien. 

Consortium 
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European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
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Enim eros in vert 

Ipsum purus pede, aliquet sed auctor, imperdiet arcu 

per diam dapibus libero duis. Enim eros in vel, dolor ac 

adipiscing amet bibendum nullam, massa lacus 

molestie ut libero nec, diam et, pharetra sodales eget, 

feugiat ullamcorper id tempor eget id vitae. Enim 

ibendum nullam, in vel, volutpat nec pellentesque leo, 

temporibus scelerisque nec. 

Mauris pretium eget aliquet, lectus tincidunt. Porttitor 

mollis imperdiet libero dolor ac adipiscing amet 

bibendum nullam, libero nec, diam et, pharetra sodales 

eget. Enim temporibus scelerisque nec. 

Lorem Ipsum Luctus Eros 
Vestibulum. Magnis vel 
lacinia nisl vel nostra. 

Enim ridiculus aliquet 

penatibus amet tellus at 

morbi mi hac et sit 

Natoque et. Sit nam duis 

montes arcu vel ante pede 

elit molestie amet quisque 

sed egestas urna non, vest 

bulum nibh.  

Molestie ornare amet 

Rem platea. Magnis vel 

lacinia nisl vel nostra nunc 

eleifend arcu leo in nam 

duis dignissim lorem 

vivamus. Justo vel ante sed 

augue facilisis donec. 

Fringilla aliquam lacus 

Duis ipsum justo in nam 

duis curabitur curabitur 

nisl condimentum sit 

sodes a pretium. Est 

ultrices hasellus el nostra 

nunc eleifend ridiculus 

donec id sit placerat eget. 

Luctus vestibulum 

Eu hac pede neque et 

nonummy. Ante delectus 

laoreet felis turpis porta, 

nunc sem suspendisse 

turpis hac massa morbi 

erat amet augue. 

 

Ipsum purus pede 

Donec quis nunc. Curabitur labore. Ac augue donec, sed 

gravida a dolor luctus, congue arcu id diam praesent, 

pretium ac Ipsum purus pede, aliquet sed. Enim eros in 

vel, volutpat nec pellentesque leo, temporibus 

scelerisque nec. 

Ac dolor ac adipiscing amet bibendum nullam, massa 

lacus molestie ut libero nec, diam et, pharetra sodales 

eget, feugiat ullamcorper id tempor eget id vitae. Enim 

eros in vel, volutpat nec pellentesque leo, temporibus. 

Mauris pretium eget aliquet, lectus tincidunt. Porttitor 

mollis imperdiet libero senectus. 
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8.2 The ENABLING Event Card 

 

 

 

  

Untitled 
Event 

18 March 2018 
7–10pm 
 
The Location 
1234 Main Street, Anytown, State ZIP 
 
 
 
www.enabling-project.com 

Untitled 
Event 

18 March 2018 
7–10pm 
 
The Location 
1234 Main Street, Anytown, State ZIP 
 
 
 
www.enabling-project.com 
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Untitled Event 
 
18 March 2018 
7–10pm 

Untitled Event 
 
18 March 2018 
7–10pm 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit. 

Phasellus molestie odio eu urna 

accumsan, vitae gravida nisi 

finibus. Praesent venenatis, metus 

nec imperdiet finibus, sapien arcu 

iaculis ante, at vulputate sapien 

sem sit amet nulla. Duis sit amet 

feugiat odio. Nunc efficitur nibh 

nec dapibus sollicitudin. 

Vestibulum nec interdum diam, 

vitae gravida nulla. Duis 

consectetur, metus eu ultrices 

ullamcorper, tortor ex cursus 

massa, eget congue leo metus 

nec lorem. Praesent diam mi, 

placerat eget euismod nec, 

fermentum et tellus. Vestibulum 

sed leo a ipsum pellentesque 

mollis eu ac lorem. Fusce vitae 

tincidunt elit. Aenean feugiat, diam 

sit amet rutrum pellentesque, nulla 

augue posuere odio, at 

pellentesque nunc augue ac nulla. 

 

Ut quis nunc non ipsum porttitor 

volutpat eget a lectus. Mauris 

tempus urna ex, in fringilla metus 

molestie vitae. Vestibulum 

imperdiet pulvinar odio, ac 

egestas velit rutrum vel. Aenean 

dapibus tincidunt metus nec 

convallis. Praesent sed lectus 

facilisis, euismod eros eu, feugiat 

est. Duis bibendum finibus 

semper. Vivamus placerat massa 

nisl, laoreet sodales lacus ultricies 

in. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

  

  

  

 
 

 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit. 

Phasellus molestie odio eu urna 

accumsan, vitae gravida nisi 

finibus. Praesent venenatis, metus 

nec imperdiet finibus, sapien arcu 

iaculis ante, at vulputate sapien 

sem sit amet nulla. Duis sit amet 

feugiat odio. Nunc efficitur nibh 

nec dapibus sollicitudin. 

Vestibulum nec interdum diam, 

vitae gravida nulla. Duis 

consectetur, metus eu ultrices 

ullamcorper, tortor ex cursus 

massa, eget congue leo metus 

nec lorem. Praesent diam mi, 

placerat eget euismod nec, 

fermentum et tellus. Vestibulum 

sed leo a ipsum pellentesque 

mollis eu ac lorem. Fusce vitae 

tincidunt elit. Aenean feugiat, diam 

sit amet rutrum pellentesque, nulla 

augue posuere odio, at 

pellentesque nunc augue ac nulla. 

 

Ut quis nunc non ipsum porttitor 

volutpat eget a lectus. Mauris 

tempus urna ex, in fringilla metus 

molestie vitae. Vestibulum 

imperdiet pulvinar odio, ac 

egestas velit rutrum vel. Aenean 

dapibus tincidunt metus nec 

convallis. Praesent sed lectus 

facilisis, euismod eros eu, feugiat 

est. Duis bibendum finibus 

semper. Vivamus placerat massa 

nisl, laoreet sodales lacus ultricies 

in. 

This project has received 
funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation 
programme under grant 
agreement No 774578. 

This project has received 
funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation 
programme under grant 
agreement No 774578. 
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8.3 The ENABLING Poster 

 

 

Event Subhead 

 
18 March 2018 
7–10pm 
 
Location/Name 
 
 

 

 

 

www.enabling-project.com 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ligula 
suspendisse nulla pretium, rhoncus 
tempor fermentum, enim integer ad 
vestibulum volutpat. Nisl rhoncus turpis 
est, vel elit, congue wisi enim nunc 
ultricies sit, magna tincidunt. Maecenas 
aliquam maecenas ligula nostra, 
accumsan taciti. Sociis mauris in integer, 
a dolor netus non dui aliquet, sagittis 
felis sodales, dolor sociis mauris, vel eu 
libero cras. Faucibus at. Arcu habitasse 
elementum est, ipsum purus pede 
porttitor class, ut adipiscing, aliquet sed 
auctor, imperdiet arcu per diam dapibus 
libero duis. Enim eros in vel, volutpat 
nec pellentesque leo, temporibus 
scelerisque nec. Ac dolor ac adipiscing 
amet bibendum nullam, lacus molestie 
ut libero nec, diam et, pharetra sodales, 
feugiat ullamcorper id tempor id vitae. 
Mauris pretium aliquet, lectus tincidunt. 
Porttitor mollis imperdiet libero senectus 
pulvinar.  

Etiam molestie mauris ligula laoreet, 
vehicula eleifend. Repellat orci erat et, 
sem cum, ultricies sollicitudin amet 
eleifend dolor nullam erat, malesuada 
est leo ac. Varius natoque turpis 

elementum est. Duis montes, tellus 
lobortis lacus amet arcu et. In vitae vel, 
wisi at, id praesent bibendum libero 
faucibus porta egestas, quisque 
praesent ipsum fermentum tempor. 
Curabitur auctor, erat mollis sed, turpis 
vivamus a dictumst congue magnis. 
Praesent integer leo orci aliquam, nibh.  

Diam nobis, erat natoque integer fringilla 
viverra. Fermentum pede fringilla urna 
semper, pede quam scelerisque et enim 
in commodo, dictum a consequatur arcu. 
Adipiscing volutpat, ut adipiscing 
egestas, urna integer, purus auctor 
beatae amet luctus, velit justo donec 
necessitatibus. 

 

This project has received 

funding from the European 

Union’s Horizon 2020 

research and innovation 

programme under grant 

agreement No 774578. 
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8.4 The ENABLING presentation template 

 
 

 
 

3/20/18

1

Presentation 
template for 
Enabling 
project

Author

Address

www.enabling-project.com

This project has received funding from the 

European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 

innovation programme under grant 

agreement No 774578.

Enabling project

•Random bullet point
o second level bullet point

•First level bullet point
oSecond level 

• Third level
• Fourth level (don’t go there)

New section

Big theme 1:

e.g. BIOMAS

5

Biomas

•Point 1
•Point 2

biomas

•Point 1
•Point 2

•Point1
•Point 2

Big theme 2

e.g. HAYSTACK

Big theme 2

e.g. HAYSTACK

Analysis of big theme

•Haystack stored in 
big silos
•Reason 1

•Reason 2

• reason 3 

Big Theme 3

e.g. CORN

Corn details

•Lorem ipsum dolor sit
•Ut quis nunc non ipsum


